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1. AEPUCATIOHS. УООЕ-HTJCbSOH ВОДГО STkTSS

1.1. Introduction

She first attempt at a solution of the four-aucleon

problem within the framewoi* of integral equation approach

was made by Alt, Grassberger and Sandhas in 1970 [1 } • from

the variational method, they estioated the binding energy of

ад G& -particle to be В * -5°
 M e 7

« Also, a K-aatrix

Born approximation has been applied to get a crude insight

into the scattering problem. In 1972-3 the exact calculations

appeared based on the separable expansion for the kernels.

Two technique have been explored to solve the WI equations»

One is the application of the Bateman method £ B25J t while

the other use* the HS expanaionJAje] . Both calculations ha-

ve betiY:. done for the lamaguchl potential. Of course, the use

of a central separable potential, which oalt the tensor natu-

re of triplet interactional and repulsion at short distances,

is only a crude model to nucleoB-sucleon force. Still, this

model does allow a check on the accuracy of the separable ap-

proximations. In particular, Sarodetsky et al.̂ A 38j found

that the first 5*1 tm& 2+2 HS verms yield a predominant cont-

ribution to the ground state energy, the contribution of the

other terms beyond first being of ?J6. The final result of

ref .[Д38] , ft я -45.73 Ko7, agrees with that obtained la-

ter £2] from direct solution of the two-dimensional equa-

tions, B 4 » -*5.7O MeT # ) . «his value is obviously

' She bound state calculation of Gibson and Lehman takes
approximately two minutes on the CDS 7600 computer.



such too large coapared with the Oouloab-eorreoted experi-

mental value of 29*3 BeT ** • fhe situation is reminiscent

of th* early separable-potential triaueleon calculations

3J t though the ©verbinding for the four-ancleon eye-

tee ie much sore strongly then that for the three nneleon

one (for the Taaaguchi interaction the overbidding for the

trite» ie 2.55 MeV). this corresponds to a large elope of

t^on line, aee below part 1*3.

Che BS expansion for local interactions have oeen firet

applied by 9ion rito deaonetrated the good eo&rergeseee of

«he method both for the Iff potential^ 59] end for the sore

realietic *eid aoft-core (ESC) potentialfA^Oj . It wae found

that the speed of convergence of the BS aetihod in the caee

of local potentials ie eren better than that for separable

potentiale* In particular, the inclaeion ot additional terse

beyond first in the (5+1)- and (2+2)- amplitudes changes the

binding energy of the gronndatate by lees than 0.1 HeT for

the MI potential and 0.2 lev for the HSC potential* In next

aobsectlon we dieesae the above calculations in sese detail*

1*2. Oonrergence of the BS aethod

We begin with the eiapleet possible case that ie the

la&agaehi potential. Tb» paraseters have been given 1л Tab-

le BW,Table 1.1 shows the results obtained fro* the eoln -

tion of eg,uationa(B3
<
57,3B)elth -evexal choices of N*

 9
 AL

and H" . Hare Ну are the шшЬег of tara» in

she Ooalosb energy of *Be is «eatiaated to be O»95 MeT



expansion 01.5D for *ba 5+1 doublet amplitude which corres-

pond to positive and negative eigenvalues ' , <t(. } Kg

are the corresponding numbers for the 2+2 amplitudes and

N * J£ NA i s **& number of one dimensional equations

of the type 095.59)

gable 1.1

The 0* states of Tie for several choices of "л
 л
 Л/_ and

<_
С*) М 00 4< s к —

V / N1 М- AL /V B.CMeV) 6

1 1 0 1 1 1 -44.29

2 1 О 5 5 * 1 -44.54 -11.06

5 1 0 4 4 1 -44.54 -11.06

4 2 1 1 1 5 -44.42 -11.16

5 2 1 2 2 5 -*5.69 -11.55

6 2 1 5 5 5 -*5.69 -11.59

7 2 1 4 4 5 -45.69 -11.59

8 5 2 4 4 5 -*5»75 -11.65

9 4- 5 4 4 7 -*5-75 -11.69

10 5 2 О О 5 -26.24

11 5 2 4 0 5 -40.55 -11.24

12 5 2 О 4 5 -51.54

15 4 О * 4 4 -45*94- -11.75

14 Two dimensional equations «46.70

' Recall that In the doublet case the 5+1 kernel is not po-
sitive definite and has large negative eigenvalues. We aaw
in partB1«4 that these negative eigenvalues give a consi-
derable contribution to the doublet n-d scattering length»
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We see from fable 1.1 that the first HS terms introduce

« predominant contribution (-44.29 Me'f) to the ground state

energy. The contribution of the other terms beyond first is

-1.44 Mo? or * 3%, An excited 0* level appears as a bound

state 1л the second approximation ; the relative correc-

tion in this оаве ia a b%* The entries (1,2,3) and 14,5,6,7)

show «hat 24-2 amplitudes are well approximated by the first

few tteroe, in particular, the value o:f 8«, Св *) *ith given

Л/Г"' ie stable to 2 decimal places «bsn A/g * 2 ( #« =3>»

Bntriee 1U,11,12 «bow result* obtained coneidering (aj the

>f1 channel only, (,Ъ; >f1 aa<5 triplet 2+2 channels, and

Co) >И and singlet 2+2 caannsls. ?roio these results we see

that the 2*2 channel xL the IT equations introduce a large

contribution ( t 5»%) t f ГОЕ the two 2ч-2 channels (correspon-

ding to triplet and singlet deuteroael the contribution of

the triplet channel being prominent, ilntry 13 show the re -

suit obtained considering onlv the attractive terms of the

HS expansion fcr the >И asrplitude. Tie preвепсе of negati-

ve eigenvalues Щ ̂  aust lead to в eusiaiary repul -

sion (for the state with S=?=G) In the four-body eyste. We

вее, however, t;hat tiiie repuxsion is not important» the cor—

responding corrections to B^, and *ec* *** *0«2i

Me? and +0.04 MeV.

We now turn to the discuseion of t]ie spin-dependent lo-

cal potential of the iuicawe type

i
 2-xperiaentally, the excited 0* *tate appears as a reso-
nanc* at 0.4 MeT above »-

 3
H threshold.

xperiaentally, th ex p
nanc* at 0.4 MeT above »-

 3
H threshold.
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fhe interaction parameters have been found 1 A r»f. £4] from

fitting the overall -J -«eve pbase shifts (the set I-UI).

An important difference between the Xamaguchi potential and

toe local interaction (1.1) is the presence of negative two-

-particle eigejixraluea in the latter eaae " .In fable 1.2

the Sjon'a reaiKlta are abxnm for tha coiwergence of the ex -

panaion in " x » ** *be approximation of keeping

the terms corresponding to the largest positive eigenvalue»
<x)of the (3-Й)- and (2+2)~sabaaplitudes. Hare H~ are the

number of terms; with positive and negative too—particle eigen-

values. 1Ъ* binding energies B^ of the trinueleon system

are also shoma*

1 i

The binding energies B ^ and Ц
м
 as a function of

la the approximation *. (a») ^C*) *** <r)

1

1

1

2

2

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

2

- 9«*7
7.96

7*76

- 10.13

- 8.60

- 8.38

8.53

- 36*6
26.4

24.7

403

30.2

28.$

29*5

' is a consequence the eigenvalues ft and £ can in ge-
neral become complex, see subsection В1Д-.
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According to this Table, the convergence of the expansion is

H~ ' is reasonable, though not тегу faat.

«he convergence rate with reepect to V* «nd Wr *•-

pende on the number W^ ' involved» for tbe ease of

^ f" to В « doe to
term» thaa the sort relevant one* in the (3*1)-» and (2*2>-

-amplitudes is lees than 0*1 MeV. fhe fJJUU remit obtained

by increasing each N
A
 N- and N« «ф *o six teraa

ia
 ;

5 * -29,6 MeV Mr^potentlal <1.2)

and coincides bj accident with the final result in fable 1«2.

Oar last exasple is the Sjon*s ealculationJMO?witb the

fiSC potential [ 5 'J as t»x>-particle inpat which demons-

trates that the eolation of the f oar-nacleon problem wittim

the integral equation approach is feasible even for realis-

tic interactions. In this calculation only the
 Л £

о
 and

3<*4~3ф coeponente of the BSC Interaction hare been re-

tained* We know that this is a very good approximation ia

she triaucleon problem» Jfor example, lnexosion of «he contri-

bution rroa higher partial wares increases the binding of

% only by «boat 4%. Howerer 9m. with this epproxlBatlon

the four particle equations are too comberaoae for nomerieal

solution. Therefore fjon neglected those eosEponents other

than t^ in the *£«-*$« f-aatrix

Bumerical accuracy in (1.2) was estimated to be of the
order of 0,5%

For this potential tiie most extensive calculations of
**• trinucleon binding energy have been done, eee^AIOi .
"* for references.

i
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Clearly "t
00
 contains the effects of potential ele -

«elite other than dust "V^ . Ibis is a reasonable appro-

ximation in trinueleon binding energy *' , though a similar

truncation of Ĵs<" \D< potential is a rather poor one.

This truncated Ф-matrix approximation is most useful as a

first order estimate of the cC -particle binding energy whe-

re the higher order effects are added perturbatively.

As is known, the HS expansion converges poorly for the

^H binding energy in the case of the BSC interaction* For

this reason Tjjon need the DPE( A?.44>, (4^.45) for the trunca-

ted two-particle T-matrix • By using the Ш?В with N
s
 ntf^mZ,

and keeping only the first tern in the HS expansion of the

>И- and 2+2-tmplituaes Tjon obtained, the value of -19*3 Me?

for the *Se bla\ding energy. Increasing H^ and N^ yieldjonly an

additional bind.'jag of 0.2 MeV showing the excelsnt convergence

rate of the HS e.xpansion,which is in accordimce with findjjig

for the central interaction ((•!)• A rough estimation of the

contribution of the higher wave components gives an additional

binding of 1 HeV, yielding tiie final result

g^
 x
 . 20.5 MeV BSC potential (i .3)

She result of -20.5 Me7 is consistent with the value of

-19»5±2
c
O MeV found by Halderson and Goldhaamer [

 6
 -j osing

the Paddeev-Bethe-Haftree-Fock (ИНР) formalise to calculate

the binding energy of ̂ e with the BSC interaction. However,

an improved calculation with the IBBP method yields a result

of -23.7 XeV [ 7 ] , The reaction matrix calculation with

hole-hole interaction [ 8 ] yields a result of -23.94 Me7»

' See J.A.T3on, ref.[A6] , p.567
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1.3.

There exists approximate one-to-one correspondence bet-

ween B^ and S^ , as it have been first discovered by

Tdon[A39J with an example of Yukawa interaction, and has been

subsequently confirmed in a variety of models. Combining re-

eulte for B ^ and B^ for various f/
A
 and keeping

N, г L t 1 » IJon found an eleost linear relation bet -
0 e

ween these quantities (Tig* 1 ). This correlation was also

studied by Feme and Kroger [ 9 Jia the three-body case

which shows the same kind of linear dependence between В,

and Вj in analogy with the four-body results*

She relationship between R and BJ. has been lnves-

tigated further by Kedeldey et al,[ 10 Jand by Kharchenko

and Levashov [BZ6] . In particular, the latter authors have

calculated 3^ and S^ for a number of separable nucleon-

-nucleon potentials with different shapes fitted to the saae

effective range aucleon-nadeon parameters ' « The corres-

ponding Tjon line for three choices of the separable poten-

tial is shown in Pig. 2 . We «aj give the equation of the li-

ne as

B ^ * 8.2 ( 8
+
* 8.48) - 29 MeV, r

w
 * 2.7 t* ЦА")

This way of writ ting the linear relationship shows that if

the feriton binding energy ie reproduced correctly by a given

two-particle interaction, whie will also be the ease of

points along the line in Fig. 1 d« not correspond
to the fixed interaction parameters*

I\
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Hence в
А
 apparently would provide little independent in-

formation on the Ш interaction. On the other hand, because

the Л -particle is a considerably denser system than the

triton, the S
 aa

^ *
b e
 & -particle wave function are more

sensitive to the properties of the HN interaction. Рог an at-

tempt at a possible eajplanation of the strong correlation

between Sg, and B^ see ref. [9] •

1.4» Bound states» Itiscusaion

Up to date, there is only a few calculations of 8^

obtained within the integral equation approach. Some results

are listed in Table 1*5. In Table 1.4 we show separately th«

values of 3 for the separable interaction model extended

to include tensor-coupled ̂ Ц - ^ interaction [ 11 ] . These

values were obtained with the truncated T-uatrix approxima-
te

tion discussed un subsection 1*2. Here GL^the Xamaguchi po-

tential fitted to the effective range parameters Q, = 5.423

fm, Г к 1.761 fm, а. ж -17.0 fa, f̂  = 2.84 fm which

differ slightly froa those liettd in Table BU1, and ir[i2j

and P [133 *** th« triplet Tamagochi interactions fitted

to % ^ scattering length and deuteron binding energy with

different D-state probability.

For coapleteneee we show in Table 1.5 the results for

a number of realistic interactions obtained with the use of

different methods. The numerical accuracy of the four nucle-

on calculations libted in Table 1.4 is of about few MeT.

This is a factor 10 greater than achieved in the trinncleon.

calculations. However, some conclusions may be drawn.

We observe that typical realistic nucleon-nucleon poten-
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tiale give *He energies in the range 20-28 MeV. If we exclu-

de the GPT and SSCB interactions which do not reproduce the

OPE tail then typical underbidding of ̂ He ie 4-6 MeV *) .

Jable 1.3

The ме binding energy valuee found with the FT approach for

various considered potentials

Potential

Xamaguchi
TamagucM
Xamaguchi
SB ( a )

<ara O>)

SG ^ c )

MI
BSC

Method.

НБ

Iterative '
Bateman

Pad* method
ББ

ES

-11.03
-11.05
-10.43
- 9.82
-9.64
-8.99
-8.56
-6.8

-45
-45
-45

-39
-38

-33
-29

-19

OteY)
.73
.70
.18

.33

.35

.3

.6

.5

-11
-

-10

-10

- 9

.69

.83

.08
•86

k Referen-
ces

№L£A38]

GL f2j
Kb £B26 J

ES£ BI5J
I [A39]
T [A41J

" !Tiro dimensional equations

A separable potential coneiettng of s-wave exponential
fore factor

* She sase with the codified exponential form factor
(cj ££e same with toe Gaussian form factor

gable 1 .4
The ^3 and oe binding energies for several combinations
of separable potentialsj[A41f1iJ

GL
GL
GL
GX.
GL

0
4
4

5.5
7

-1O.14
- 8.56
- 8.57
- 8.04
- 7.59

-10.14
- 8.16
- 8.19
- 7.56
- 7.05

-42.3
-ЗО.5
-ЗО.7
—26.8

-23.8

GL
П
P
4

R£C BSC 6.47 - 6.75 -19.5

*) fhe complete trinucleon calculation
••) Hhe truncated T-matrix calculation

^ Compars with under binding of 1.0-1*5 Um7 tor trinucleon cas».
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Shis discrepancy, as in the trinucleon ease, can be attribu-

ted to a combination of several causes, The ее fall into two

main groups* i) incorrect; choice of the nucleon-nucleon in-

teraction and ii) a rich variety of relativistic and meson-

-exchange effects.

She major discrepancy due to the em-shell nucleon-nucle-

on interaction arises from the sensitivity to the low-energy

effective-range parameters» All potentials listed in Table

1.5 are fitted to the n-n
t
 or rather the Coulomb-corrected

p-p* effective range parameters* However, the пис!еоп-пис1еол

interaction is only approximately charge independent £20 ] •

The sensitivity of ft^ to the £o effective range re

has been investigated in the above-mentioned paper by Khar-

chenko and Levashev£ B26J using simple separable interactions*

She result suggests that B ^ is lowered by 1.5 lie? for each

0*1 ftt increase in re ' • Also, their results show that

variation in в * due to purely off-shell changes (with f
9

fixed) is of about 7 MeV.

The sensitivity of S ^ both to the high-energy phase

shifts and to the deuteron wave function has been investiga-

ted by Soflanas et al. in the four-boson ap<proximasion

[A 72] . She higher sensitivity as compared with, the three-nuc-

leon system have been found. This appears to be a consequen-

ce of the higher density of the *He system.

She results listed in Sable T.4 show that the D-wave

two-nudeon forces give a significant improvement in uhe cal-

culated B ^ , lowering it by about 2-3 MeT for each 1* in-

crease in Pjj • Hecall that the corresponding change of

&j. is 0.3-0.»

Compare with decreasing of about 0*3 Me? for trinucleon case.
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т
GPS

33

ОРК

OP»

ш[
BSC

S60]

GFT

BSO

SS0

The results for

potential

[14 :J

£16 j
a£"i8j

s[ie]

16 "J

в£19 ]
1

Bzperiaest

6.125

3.8

6.97

6.47

4-7

U

?5able 1̂ ,5

6^ for various realistic potentials

j Method

HBF

HBP

iSHS **̂

A3MS

ATMS

FBHF ***̂

JBHF

VESF

1BHP

УВНР

IT eqs.

-7.45

-8.61

-6.0

-6.59

-6.64

-6.75

-6.46

-23.03

-26.76

-23.440,3

-ao.6

-23.3

-22.5

-21.7

-24.0

-26.4

-26.6

-19.5±2.0

-19.5

-28.3

Refe-
rences

CA17]

CAI?J

i 15 J

С
 i 7
3

[17 ]

fA4i]

the hypejf«pherical basis frsuse

varlational ealcolstioiis with two-aucleon correlatioae

Xhe FaddeeT-Bruclmer-Hartry-lock method
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Sow, it seems evident that the oi, -particle is under -

bound 07 4-6 MeV for realistic two-nucleon interactions. Si-

milarly as in the trinucleon system this underbidding can pos-

sibly be ascribed to the effect of meson degrees of freedom

giving rise to the effective many-body forces. Sxtensive stu-

dies have been made along these lines which provide insight

into the problem but do not completely solve it £2i] • The

most recent estimate of the contribution from the three-body

force is based on the examination of some two-pion exchange

forces, including the Д (1236) contribution, in the frame-

work of exp(S) oany body theory Г ^ ] and leads to a value of

4 lie? ̂ e additional binding. However it should be noted that

the best way to treat this problem seems to solve the integ-

ral equations containing, i.e., the ЗГД transition poten-

tial. This difficult program has recently been accomplished

Xov the trinucleon system where two groups £ 22 Jhave repor-

ted a fairly sizable repulsion of 0.6 MeV in- % binding ener-

gy due to the & (,125b). For further discussions of out-li-

ned problems we refer the reader to the above-mentioned refe-

rences on this topic.

1 •*• Slectroiaagnetlc properties

Elastic electron scattering off the *Re nuclei provide

valuable information such as the res radius, the short range

correlations and spacial distribution of electric charge.To

first order in the electromagnetic interaction the cross-sec-

tion for e-Tte scattering is given by
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«here €»M is the liott cross section for scattering from a

epinlees point nuclei, and F^ (Q,*) is the charge fora fac-

tor depending on the momentum transfer. Shis function may be

identified with the Fourier transform of the spatial distri-

bution of to* electric charge of the target. It ma? we also re-

written as the integral in momentum space

- . . . ^ (1.6)

«her* г / *** toe proton and neutron charge form fac -

tors, and "Щ is appropriately normalized and symmetrized

TBe wave function.

Xhe slope of form factor at Q
2
=0, «hen plotted against

the Q , gives us the mean square radius of the charge distri-

bution, C
c
 к 1.672 ± 0.025 fm £ 23 ] • This has been calcu-

lated in a straightforward manner from the four-nucleon wave

functions found by the FBHF method£ 7 J

Г
с
 = 1,82 fm BJ potentials

f"c я 1*72 fbi BSC potential (1.7)

Г
с
 с 1.67 fm SSCB potential

She charge form factor of *He have been measured at

SIAOf 24 j up to Q
2 £ *° 4*'*' . ТЬе ^^CQ*) shows a

pronounced minimum at Q
2
^ = 10 fm""

2
 and a secodary maxtmua

of fjeb tt (9.4 • 0.8) . 10~
5
 at Q

2
 « {$ fn~

2
. 5Ehe conven-

tional explanation of this behaviour is that it is due to

the short-range repulsion between nucleons. Recently, mea-

surements of FCL(Q/ bave been extended f 25 7 to
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2.0(веТ/о)
2
<а51.5 to"*

2
). Л » »•* аа«а шда««* tn* pre-

sence of a seooad dlffraetio» аШаш at Q2. Si i<jg*V£.)* out *be

rallies for P d *©«*• 2J0(!UW/c)2 hare not ©eon

lot* that for local potastlala the aaj^totio

of bo4j fora factor i s gLvn t j [ 26 ]

4
l * * «ttpogpoaltioa of Xnkava

tiala, «uoh as the BBC potential» «ill jrodLct

(1.9)

Q for doatoroao

- i€ f cr

fho dlwaoXoaal «eallas qpasfc a^ol (KQV) С ̂ 7 1 «na rolatl-

iopuloo «gprexiMtlon £26 "] both predict *'

у . А Н П « for doateroa(a4) f or %o and % ( 1.10)

ш и roauxte aootua bo co^arod with too a«yaptetlo

teharloor of tho osporiaoatal chars» form factors i

]
for %• 12 • for *Ил a f i t «King the exponential ftme -
4 1 0 1 1 > ^ ^ V •АФХр(4&) « » 0Л < $ *« 2 (GeT/c)2 gi-
T»e a » 0.15 ±0.05, Ъ я *.О ^ 0.02, «his corresponds to

?or the diecassios of the asymptotic behaviour of the

' ^* *2L^i? tor* ^«Лвг» 1» th* rafiaed
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fl» 13 - 15» И»ве comparisons indicate chat until now, only

the preasymptotic region of the form factors has been explo-

ded, and that the nucleons in *He nucleone at <? £ 62 fa*"2

behave most of times lit» ordinary nucleons and not ae com-

posite quart system.

Pig. 3 shows some results for the Г©к/ of *He ob-

tained from solving the lakubovsky equations for the KSC in-

teraction [A 41J • The inclusion of additional terms in the UEK

for > И kernel
 J

 has a considerable effect of shifting the

dip fro* Q
2
 s 22 fm""

2
 to Q

2
 = 1J.5 fm"*

2
, while the secondary

maximum increases in magnitude. Comparing the results with

the experimental data we see that at low momentum transfer

the agreement is reasonable, but in the region of the secon-

dary m«T4>iim the calculated ("ck, is too low by a factor

of 8.

There exists a number of theoretical calculations for

the charge form factor of % e using realistic two-nucleon

potentials and the non-relativietic impulse approximation

[ 7 ] . A common feature in all cases is that the calcula-

tions underestimate the secondary maximum and the positron

of the «1 т»1 wm occurs at a momentum transfer which is too

large compared with the experimental value of 10 fm . Me-

son—exchange current corrections tend to improve the calcu-
2

lated Q
2

l i n
 asd secondary «wn»"" somewhat [%i] but not

enough to agree with the experiment. In any case it seems

hard to giT* a firm interpretation of the oi, -particle form

factor, for high momentum transfer before a similar a&aly-

• 5 S e e subsection 1.2. \



ШЛА x» еивомахад la the simpler proble* oz the trlaaeleen

fora factor».

» 6» She vertex сот"**!**?**

la the ваше spirit «в used la part B1.8 we can rtlat*

to* v«rt»x constants for an ot -particle to fen* analytic con-
A 00 о 00

tinued four-bocU «igenfunction© Я< < , i and

In analogy with (B1.36) «• d»fin»

•L, • i
 r

F «' and F J ^ being tn* aaplltad*s for n-t and d-d

ecattcring In a state with LoSaTaO wltk tne normalization

consistent with (B1.37 )

«here d^ and OJ are the appropriate scattering phase

ahifts. The factor 1/2 in definition of ^ t ^ ^ - i» due to

the iaospin kinematics • We влу repeat the discussion lea -

ding to(a.4.4O), now applied to she <& -particle vertices,

to obtain [50]

- 0 0

( 1.13)
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with

-в»;.

where J'e,^, , ^ 5 are defined by equations (BJ/O ,(BJ.11), «

and (B3.58) respectively. For ciie Yamaguchi model,

MeV"", f
n
 = 0.0055 МеГ"\ and fg = 0.110

In tne same way we may obtain zae expressions relating

the vertex constants the excited 0
+
 state virtual decays

to the analytic continued eigenfun-

0 0

(1.14)

• a

For the analytic continuation of the eigenfunctions from
2.

the region of positive values of cj to taat of negative va-

lues we can use equations (ВЗ»Я9, (В3.5В) in which the values

of the eigenfuncvicus for q
i
7 0 are taken as sne input da-

ta and the icernele X and Y are calculated at a purely imagi-

il it оГ one of the «rguoente а я л к от <К .
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It should be noted, however, shat this direct analytic con-

tinuation of the vertex functions is iisJ,ble only for

f*>-(?_
2
' , where she - <?/ defines the position ~- the

left-hand singularities of the nt and dd amplitudes. The va-

lues of the vertex raaccions for ^ <- -f
0
 may ̂e caj-CUJ-i-

ted using the analytic approximation and che extrapoiacj.cn

procedure. The varioue methods of the analytic approximation,
л , t

which equally well describe the vertex functions for <f У—
J

S

lead to similar values o£ (7vJft «ad VgjJj . ?or

decay c £ % ?P fa feb* extrapolation is not requlreds ain-

се the value ^iif • Z
 c a n b e

 calculated directly froa

equations СВб,57,B6 .58). Conversely, for the decay at -^dd

the various methods of the polynomial approximation lead to

significantly different values of G
1
 #

 ;
 у , and the cal-

culation of chis quantity requires to use aore refined me —

thods»

The results obtained by averaging over different vari-

ants of the analytic approximation are presented in Table

1.6.

Table 1,6

The results of the calculation of che vertex constants fcr

an об -particle

1.989 0.011

o.99 i.io

A??, *, &Л 21.15 ± 0.50 4.27
00 . , v.. 15.3210.47

lV 17.9 + 1.7 18.1+1.5 0.059 \
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Тс conclude, we consider the convergence of the НБ me -

tnod ir.i thfc ргоохеш ox calculation of the vertex constant

•$ .1 . Tab-̂ ff 1»? gives tht results of the calculation for

:he beverai values ,Уя and <*~ . We see that even a few

firbt ap-xoxiiuations oi zne method give the value of <?* - „
i

re a reasonable accuracy. A further increase of the number of

terras in ;ле Kb eaqpansion leads to corrections which are much

.iib-ler i-hat tLe error ceteroined by tsxe procedure of zb.e ana-

Table 1.7.

Illustration of the convergence of the НБ method

4
i

3

3

4t

1

1

2

- ^ . £ 9

-45.42

-45.69

/J
&
0

0

.014?

.0145

.0144

<

1

1

1

.203

.244

.255

. г 7 ^ 0

13

20

21

.1С

.59

. 1 3

1 3

16

17

. 0

.9

.9

For further aiscusbio-ai, and comparison t^e catained va-

lues of the vertex conetaiiun with zh* phenomenoloijical values

extracted from the data on nuclear reactions the interested

reader is refered to vhe original paper/ 3o ] arid above-men-

tioned review article!Б10 j.

2 • Scattering гекхол

2.1. Introduction

Contrary to bound state calculations only a limited

amount of experience has been gained in che ctud« оГ scatte-

ring processes involving four particles. In section 6 we ha-

ve showed now the ¥1 equations can be writcei; xi; и->ь
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of one-dimensional integral equations after the НБ expac -

Eion for the 3+1- and 2+2-suDamplitudes have been carried

out. For energy oelow tne d-d breakup tee Kernel of taese

equations, as that of tne fcwo-particle I£ equation, пьь only

fixed singularity wni.cn can oe easily removea. by usin^ :/a>;

Коуев-Eowalsky prescription^ J1 j . In rjaic case a good 'jor,-

vere-ence of the HS method пав been found/A*0 "• . However, ior

energy above the breakup we have tut рог ьа fixity -ji naving

three and four partxcles in the intermediate states,. t.s a re-
4

suit, the icernel has moving branch cut, which majces t:.-? in-

tegral equations more difficult zo solve than at lower ersr-

giee. One may to avoid the branch cut is to use tne Hetaeri-

ngton-^chik ше^лоа / 52 01 contour deiormation whicu. u^es,
to J

insteaa of inue^rating along the real axis, a contour ir. the

complex q-plane that is chosen to avoid singmar-Lties. How-

ever, this method seems to be very cumbersome when applying

to tne tour-nucleon problem, because it demands knowledge of

the kernel, and therefore of the > И - and 2+2 ei^eni'unctions,

for complex values of momenta q. The most appropriate v.aj in

this case seems to construct the Pade approxLmants of the mul-

tiple scattering series with the moving singularities remo-

ved by using the subtraction technique similar to tnat in

the vrinucleon problem /35 ] . Of course, when energy increa-

sing, the convergence of the НБ method must become worse, ana

the best way to handle the problem is to solve the two-dimen-

sional integral equations (B15) of the type (33,14)i( B.15).

Also, the alternative methods including the perturbation

tneory and variational estimations for solution of scatte-

ring integral equations should be teeted.
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2 «2» The scatter"* »p lenghts

We begin with the discussion of scattering for negli-

gible nucleon energy. In this case, the singularity in the ker-

nel is absent, and the numerical efforts are as simple for cal-

culations of the ecatcering length as for theIbur-nucleon bin-

ding energy»

<Ve consider neutron scattering by % and % e to avoid

large Coulomb effects. For thermal nucleon energy the n~^H

scattering must be elastic, but the interpretation of neutron

scattering data for % e is complicated ty che large absorb'ci-

on in the singlet 0
+
 state. Ihe scattering lenghts for given

S, T are written flj_ with.

п,
к
 ж Q. CU г Q>JJ

 f o r n
"^

H
 scattering

% j \ м) for n-%e scattering

These individual scattering lengths determine the coherent

( CL
e
 ) and the incoherent С &

л
 ) scattering lengths and

the free cross section in the form

4
, ^ 4

In the literature the cross sections ar« conventionally

expressed in terms of the "bound scattering length" i s 4£J«,

A
in which A denotes the nucleus/neutron mass ratio. For scat-

tering off 5H and % e ^ = 4 а
 •

2.2.1. n-^H scattering

Consider first n-^I scattering lengths» !Two independent measu

rements are needed to obtain values for &$(*>' н) and
 S
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for example, a Eeasurement of the total scattering cross section

Gf and that of coherent scattering amplitude of tritium, She lat-

ter пае been measured by a multiple refraction method by Donaldson

et al«, [уз,] . Thib amplitude it cetermined relative to the corres-

ponding deuterium aaplitude uj) . U*.in£ the accepted valuc-

0-j, s 6.7 • 0.1 fm the CLC tor tritium has been found to be

3.72 + 0,20 fm. As it was pointed out by Kharchenko and Levashev

[S26J , the experimental situation was rather unsarisfactory be-

cause this value of ftc contradicted with the value of

measured by Kirilyuk ^*\ see Pig. 4. Hew experiments *̂*̂  were

recently carried out on the neutron total cross section, yielding

a value of 1.7Q$O.O3 barn. ТЫ.В removes the inconsistency. Ihe

resulting 6inglet and triplet scattering lengths are found to be

d
t
 t*>"*«) ш 3.91 ± 0.12 fm

" 3*
60
 ± °'

10 f o

In Table 2.1 are shown results obtained from separable poten-

tials with Tamaguchi (I) and exponential (E) form factors 526

together wit;h the MI potential results [AAQ] . The corresponding

value of й
с
 and й^ together with the total cross section of

tritium are given in Table 2.2.

Table 2.1.

The neutron-trinucleon scattering lengths in Russel-Saunders coup-
ling notations

ШГ

3.77
3.13

12.34
3.03

3e89
3.22

14.95
3.09

4.09
3.61

-25.6
2.65

а«

, a%

?л. .A.2irilyuk: Ph.D.thesis, Kiev (1972) a s quoted by Eharchenko Dft2l
*• ' J.D.Seagrave.B.L.Bermaa, and T.#.Phillips,Phys.Lett.-91B,200
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gable 2.2.

The n-^H observable a for zero neutron energy

I В 1И! Bxperiment

3.29 3.39 3.73

-0.28 -0.29 -0*21

1.37 1.*5 1.75

We may point out the simple way of suaoarizing these re»

suits: the n-^H Interaction near threshold has the repulsive

character and the n~^H scattering lengths are alesst indepen-

dent of the assumptions made concerning the potential» The re-

pulsive character is due to the Pauli principle which prohi-

bits having three neutrons in a point for two-body states

with even orbital angular momentum. This is reminiscent the

well-Jmown situation for quartet n-d scattering. Also, due

to the Pauli principle the contributions of the 2+2-subaapli-

tudes axe almost negligible: estimates for the separable in-

teraction model give the value of 2% for а
л
 and of 5%

for Q
14
 . Due to the repulsion the n - % system may be ap -

proadmately treated as the two-body one. This explains the

success of the resonating group method calculations £ *4 J

which gives the values of 3.38 fm for 4»0*~*NJ asid 5#

fm for a & i )
2#2'2# n-%e scattering

Contrary to the n-^H scattering lengths, those for

n-^He scattering are complex, а ж a'-i'a" , because the

large absorbtion cross section. For the center-of-mass ener-
6ie?_*!£i?l! 3.2? MeV, the threshold for (n,d) pick-up reac-

tion, the only available absorbtion channels are the
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and %e(n, f )4He reactions tor wiiich the cross

sections for 0.0255 eV neutrons are

6 p * 5527 $ 10 b 135) , 6j» = 60 ± 50 mb £ ^6 3 (2. 5)

It ie natural to assume that the large observed value of

ie due to $ -wave absorbtion in the singlet 0+ state. 1 M B

assumption is confirmed by experiments [ 57 Jwith polarized

neutron and oriented % e nuclei. Talcing (b":a'Q>) + a"(f) with

a (fj'wt 0 Seare and Khannaf 5 8 J found

\000i £v 12.4)

The dominant mechanism for radiative capture is the Ы1

transition in the triplet state. Thus, &$ (tf) 2.Q and the

imaginary part of the incoherent scattering length is neg-

ligible

л * i)
 s
 ~ Щ ) * \

1
-* * -° /'О £*> (2#5)

At present the real parts of the n-^He scattering lengths

cannot be determined as accurately as the imaginary parts.

The most recent value of Q% (n" Me) has been obtained

by Ranch et ale I 59 j with the neutron interferometer

i GLG' = 4.29 ± 0.04 fm (2.6)

The estimate of Q^ , obtained from effective range tneory

yields the value [ 38 1

d ' s -1.12 t o.7i> га (2.7)

in which case the scattering crobs section for a trze atoa is
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&
 я

 3«* ± °»7
 ъ
 Effective range theory

This value does not contradict to the observed value found by

Alfimentov et a

g
1
 з ?.1б £ 0.20 Ъ Szperiaental value (2.«J

gharchenlco and Levaahev [A42.] found two alternative sets

for U,l(ji-
3
(ft) Q.l(i\.-

%
Ht) using, first» the free cross

section (8.8) and value of Q^ (8.6) with the result (In

units of fermi)

Set A &A a 6»6 i*а Л
л
 Я 3»y^*'t

-2.3 • -ТЛ ^ ,9)

set В ^ш 2.0*5 ^ - 5.^

The similar sets of solutions may be obtained using incohe-

rent/coherent cross section ration Gi/£c * 0.250^0.056

and values of ac t Л
4 > equations(2 .6), (£.4)i

(2.10)

Hie choice A or •* is confirmed by the theoretical results

for separable potential model and doe* sot contradict with

the effective range theory result (2.7)» This resolves the

ambiguity of two quite different seta of solutions A, A'

and B, B*. The choices B»B* should be eliminated and sub-

sequent work oust involve more precise determination of the

scattering lengths for sets A, A*.

We now return to the theoretical predictions tor the

n-%e scattering lengths. She separable model calculation

yields
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<Ь
С
= 4»32 fm a^ s -2.16 fn Yamaguchi form factor

(2.11)

CL s *.72 fm <2. s - 2.71 fm Exponential form factor

The agreement of these results with the experimental value

(2.6) of Cl
c
 is reasonable. Note that effective interaction

in the state ^ = 1, T * 0 due to the Paul! principle has

again repulsive character, accordingly, Qfg » &o/* A14

The calculation with local ICC potential does not reproduce

experimental data because it predicts wrong sign for G
og
 •

This scattering length is determined mainly by the position

of the excited 0* state. Because near-threshold nature of

this state the small variations of the strength of the po -

tential muet produce the large change both in sign and mag-

nitude of
 a

oo • This is illustrated in Sable 2.3 whe-

re the scattering lengths are presented for the KT potenti-

al as a function of the number N^
f
 No and H- of sepa-

rable terms in the two-nucleon, 5+1, and 2+2-aoplitude*.

Inspection of this Table shows that with the exception of

CL
00 (

 the scattering lengths are rather insensitive to

the number of separable terns. Conversely, the Q,
gQ

is very sensitive to the number of tents chosen. The chan-

ge of sign in &0Q is directly related to the appea-

rance of a stable excited 0* state on varying the number of

terms. For Ы^ « /V
A
 %t the Щ interaction is less at-

tractive than the separable ones resulting in a virtual in-

stead of bound excited state. This demonstrates that a mo-

re refined calculation is needed to get a reliable value of

GLQQ . I n particular, the mass difference of % and

should be explicitely taken into account. When neglec- \
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She scattering length* & ~ - in units of feral for the IS

potential for Tariooe choices of N
A j
 W« and Ы- О 40]

к?
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

Ч
1

2

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

4

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

3.74

3*66

3.69

3.73

4.14

4.17

4.07

4.06

4.09

4.09

3.32

3.25

3.34

3.34

3.61

3.61

3.52

3.50

3.61

3.61

*со

-54.9

21.6

14.9

15И

-14.8

-37.8

35.8

37.2

-16.3

-25.6

2.35

2.30

2,50

2.58

2.44

2.73

2.67

2.66

2.49

2.65

tins the пава difference the experimental data suggest that

the excited state most Ъе treated as a stable one.

To conclude, it should be stressed that the discussion

above implies that the only zero-energy nucleon-trinucleon

observable which is strongly dependent on the details of the

nuclear forces is the scattering length Q. . However,
Г

it is unlikely that new information can be extracted from

this dependence, since the value of (XQQ is strongly cor-

related with the position of excited 0* state which, In turn,

is in one-to-one corresponding with the triton binding energy,
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We now turn to the result* for positive energies. «here

are two Independent calculations of the L « 0,1,2 phase

shifts uaing the IT eqaatioasa by *Зоп[Л40] for the m poten-

tial, and by Kroger aad Sandhas/bi 5] for the separable inte-

raction with Gaussian fore factor. Both calculations have

been done for energies below the (n,p) reaction threshold.

Sjon solve* the one-diaenelonal equations of the type (B6.23)
 u

(Bb.24-) using the Fade aethod whereas Kroger and Saodhas eons-

*r»et the Fade approxLeant for solving two-diaensional

equations of the type(B6.14),CB6.15) '•* » She result* are

in fairlj agreement with each other*

the 4 -wave phase shifts in the states other than SsZaO

behare effectively like hard cor* scattering la agreement

vita our diseassion la the prevloos subsection. She calcula-

ted d -wares are in general «sail, for example, b
Oi я

 139*»

and 110" for neutros laboratory energies of 2, 3*9 and

5 McT, while £* s -0*6*» -1*«" and -2.25* for the sane

energies. She effect of including the 1-1 3+1-rabsapUtudes

is negligible for the -j -wave phase shifts battery important

for p-vaves la all channels except JSsfaO. fable 2,4 shows tfae

contribution of these amplitudes for ilab « 5 me** A s calcu-

lated p-wave phase shifts are comparative!; small elth res-

pect to those obtained with the resonating group method [4j Ĵ

[42] bmt are similar to the results obtained with the hyper-

spbsrieal basis frame for the ease of sojaare well potentials^.

^ Kroesr and Sandhas have reported 10 h, of CPU tiae la
tbe ZBI 370/168 to obtain one phase shift at a given
energy below breakup threshold.



The 1*1 phase shifts (la degrees) for I j ^ « 5 *•• •• « faac-

tion of Afy, *$ and /V» for AfJ*»Y, N A " J
« 0 •»*•*•

W_ la the number of separable terse la each 1«1 (3+1)-«mp-

С
О

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

1

1

1

2

3

3

3

3

О

1

2

2

2

2

3

4

18.66

22.95

25*35

26.10

26.26

27.18

28.08

28,32

11.47

17»52

21.15

22.36

22.46

23.21

24.62

24.95

-22.94

-22.90

-22.89

-24,66

«25.06

-23.5В

-23.57

-23.57

22.87

27.28

30.16

32.89

зз.оз

34.61

35.67

35.87

It is not possible to describe experimental data at

email end large angles using these p-ware phase shifts% the

calculated angular distributions are approximately twice low

as depicted in Fig. 5 for n - % scattering at B ^ « 2 HeT.

ФЬе results for the differential cross section for п-3ц
в

scattering are similar
0
 But with two-body P-wares, we can

hope to obtain better agreement with experiment.

There exists only a few scattering calculations using

certain approximation schemes
 f
 aainly Z-aatrix approximation.
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Ihis method is very useful for approximate handling with uni-

cary constraints. Besides, K-matrix approximation has the

great advantage that some of above-mentioned singularities

in the kernel are absent. As a result the calculation can rea-

dily be done at higher energies* Sawlcki and Faoyslowsky

£44 ] oalculated the differential cross section for reaction

d*d -* n+%e at Б
1 а Ъ

 ж 13.8 MeV, 25.3 MeV and 51.5 MeV and

elastic p-%e scattering at B ^ т 9.76 MeV using first- and

second order Born approximation to the K-satrix. We present

their typical result in fig. 6 . The agreement with experi -

eent is reasonable. lote the gross failure of the Born app-

roximation which gives the values of cross sections an order

of magnitude larger than the experimental data and for this

reason is not shown in figure. Other examples may be found

in refe. I 44;, 45 ] .

The calculations of Sawidd and Namyslowski have been

extended by Sawicki^18] to break-up reactions %e(p,pp)d

idod %*<p,pd)p at 35 He7 and 45 MeV incident proton labora-

tory energy. Although the shape dependence is reasonable,

the calculated %e(p
t
pp)d cross sections are a factor between

1.4 and 5.0 too large. Sawicki points out that he has not

4»eluded Coulomb effects in hi* calculations; but that it is

uncertain whether these effects are the major source of the

disagreement found between his calculation and experiment.

Another type of calculation has been reported in the

above-mentioned paper by 1onseoa f
B
28 ] . Unlike the fore -

going discussion no attept has been made to expand the exact

three-body amplitudes in a coaplete set of separable terms.

\
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Instead a node! amplitude islbrmulated £B28 ]that has the

same analytical structure (pcles and unitary cuts) as the

exact one but contains some adjustable parameters that allow

for some flecibility in fitting the one-shell three-body da-

ta. The other difference is that the 2+2 ampllitudes were

treated exactly using the convolution method* Although the

approximate, three-body amplitudes do not include particle-ex-

change contributions and retain only subclass of graphs that

involve intermediate quasiparticlee oJ as well as 9 -nucle-

on bubble intermediate states» no violation of unitary has

been observed. Within this approach the differential, total

elastic and reaction cross sections for two-to-two processes

initiated by p+<He, n + % and d+d have been performed for ener-

gies up. to few ten MeV.



Pig» 1. The TJon line for the ЫТ potential» bh& binding energies

es a function of Ni '

and
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Pig. 2. She correlation between and S^. for several

choices of tiie separable potentials fitted to the sane

effective range nucleon-nucleon parameters. lae points

1,2,5 show the results [&26] for the separable rank

one potential using the Yukawa, exponential and modi-

fied Yukawa form factors.

\
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Fig» 5« Charge form factor of % e for the IIS potential, set

I-IH. The eaperimental data ere froa refs» [24,25j

From T^oa, ref.
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12

'A
K*lfyuk{1972)V

a * 3.721020fm

Seagrave tta£(mo)

8

Pig. A The allowed bands from experiment in a singlet and

triplet а Л ecattering length plot together with various

calculated results. T is the Icon's result, ref. £Л4О]

Sf - Seydiac-fernts'8 value, ref. [<и] , 1 and 2 are tbe

scattering lengths calculated for the separable interac-

tions of ref. [B26] .
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n - ЛЧе, 5 Me? lab

- - TT=1 no p waves ir. 3+1 am:. 11
tudes
H=1 p waveс. ins iudec
K=c p waves. incl' jCei

о 13=2 p wa-v

Fig. 5 Xjoa results % efor the z>-%e cross section at JI

= 5 bieV witii and without inclusion of the p-wave (3+1)-

-subamplitudes. Ihe curvee correspond to the approxima-

tion Нл s Ne a 3> ^ = 1 or 2* -experimental points

are from: J.D.Segrave, L.Grandberp a»d J.ii.Simmons:

FAye.Rt-v,, 212» 1981 (1960)$ A.H.Sayree, K.W.Jonio and

С.З.З'а: Fay£.,Kev., 122, 1853 (1961)
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E L A B = 1 3 . 8 MeV

о d + d - » p * t

* cu d - - n * 3 He

•*— K- matrix, flret order

К - matrix, eocond order

30

cm.

l"ig.6. Differential cross eeotion for d+d-*-p+t and d+d-*- n+3He at Вlab°
13.8 UteV,

The dneh-dotted curve ie the first-order Born Approximation to the K-matrix, a
the solid lino i s the second-order Born Approximation to the K-matrix. Experimen-
tal pointa are from* J.E.Brolley, Jr., T.M.Putnam and L.Rosen: Phys.Rev., 107.
820 (1957). Prom Sawioki end Namyelowsky, ref. /44/.
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